English IV
2018-2019 YEAR AT A GLANCE
FIRST SIX WEEKS
TIMEFRAME
ESSENTIAL
UNIT OF
STUDY

CONTENT
TOPICS

SECOND SIX WEEKS

THIRD SIX WEEKS

ON-GOING
LITERACY
TEKS

RESOURCES

FIFTH SIX WEEKS

SIXTH SIX WEEKS

Aug 16 - Dec 19

Aug 16 - Dec 19

Jan 8 - Apr 12

Jan 8 - Apr 12

Apr 15 - May 29

Summer Reading + College and Career Ready +
Informational Analysis + Multigenre Writing + Research

The Essay

Literary Analysis + Multigenre Writing

Literary Analysis + Multigenre Writing
(continued)

Comparative Analysis + Multigenre Writing

What are we reading?
College and Career Readiness:
● college essays
● applications
● career-related informational texts
Informational Texts:
● expository
● persuasive
● procedural
● analytical
● literary nonfiction (i.e, speeches, essays)
● media and electronic journalism
Research:
● research resources
● mentor texts

What are we reading?
Essays:
● expository/informational
● persuasive/argumentative
● literary/commentary/critique
● thesis/support
● synthesis
● Journey of Thought

What are we reading?
Literary Texts:
● fiction
● drama
● poetry
● myths

What are we reading?
Literary Texts:
● fiction
● drama
● poetry
● myths

What are we writing?
● response to literary texts (e.g., short
answer response)
● short story
● poem
● script
● collecting, experimenting, and drafting
in writer’s notebook
● multigenre research paper (write a
variety of literary texts that will
become an end-of-year multigenre
research paper)

What are we writing?
● response to literary texts (e.g., short
answer response)
● short story
● poem
● script
● collecting, experimenting, and drafting in
writer’s notebook
● multigenre research paper (write a
variety of literary texts that will become
an end-of-year multigenre research
paper)

What are we reading?
All genres:
● expository
● persuasive
● procedural
● analytical
● literary nonfiction (i.e, speeches, essays)
● fiction
● poetry
● drama
● myths

What are we writing?
● essays

What are we writing?
● launching writer’s notebook
● work-related documents (e.g., résumés, proposals, college
applications, operation manuals)
● nonfiction analytical essay
● persuasive text (essay or research product)
● response to expository texts (e.g., short answer response)
● multigenre research paper (write a variety of informational
texts that will become an end-of-year multigenre research
paper)
● multimedia presentation
UNIT
SPECIFIC
TEKS

FOURTH SIX WEEKS

What are we writing?
● cross genre study
● test writing (TSI) as a genre
● response to literary or expository texts
● collecting, experimenting, and drafting in
writer’s notebook
● multigenre research paper (combine and
revise a wide variety of texts written
throughout the year into a multigenre research
paper)

6A, 8A, 9ABCD, 10AB, 11AB, 13ABCDE, 15AB, 16ABCDEFG, 17A,
18A, 19A

6A, 8A, 13ABCDE, 17AB, 18A, 19A

2ABC, 3A, 4A, 5ABCD, 7A, 14ABC, 15CD,
17AB

2ABC, 3A, 4A, 5ABCD, 7A, 14ABC, 15CD, 17AB

9D, 13ABCDE, 15A, 17AB, 18A, 19A

1ABCDE, 12ABCD, 15C, 20AB, 21ABC, 22ABC, 23ABCDE, Fig.19AB

15A, 16ABCDEFG, 20AB, 21ABC, 22ABC,
23ABCDE, Fig.19AB

1ABCDE, 12ABCD, 18A, 19A, 24AB, 25A, 26A,
Fig.19AB

1ABCDE, 12ABCD, 18A, 19A, 24AB, 25A, 26A,
Fig.19AB

20AB, 21ABC, 22ABC, 23ABCDE, Fig.19AB

Pearson Writing Coach textbook

Holt-McDougal Literature textbook

Holt-McDougal Literature textbook

Holt-McDougal Literature textbook

Holt-McDougal Literature textbook

Naviance

Pearson Writing Coach textbook

Pearson Writing Coach textbook

Pearson Writing Coach textbook

Pearson Writing Coach textbook

ApplyTexas

Prentice-Hall Literature supplemental
textbook (available online only)

Prentice-Hall Literature supplemental
textbook (available online only)

Prentice-Hall Literature supplemental
textbook (available online only)

Prentice-Hall Literature supplemental textbook
(available online only)

Nonfiction lit. circle books (housed in your
campus book room)

Lit. circle books (housed in your campus
book room)

Lit. circle books (housed in your campus book
room)

Lit. and/or nonfiction lit. circle books (housed in
your campus book room)

Nonfiction lit. circle books (housed in your campus book room)
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